In this paper, we propose a novel approach to dynamic inverse optimization by the learning of neural networks. A dynamic inverse optimization problem here means to estimate a criterion function under which given input and output sequences become optimal for a known state equation model. A neural network architecture representing the optimality condition including an algebraic Riccati equation is proposed for solving dynamic inverse optimization problems. Also proposed is the determination of the structure of a criterion function by the statistical test, i.e., which state variables are included in a criterion function based on data contaminated by additive noise. Applications of the proposed method to given input and output sequences contaminated by observation noise well demonstrate its eectiveness.
Introduction
Brain-like computation, in contrast to conventional computation, has various advantages. One advantage is the exibility in associative recall. Another advantage is its computational simplicity and eciency in combinatorial optimization [1] . Here, we point out yet another advantage: applicability to inverse optimization problems. Inverse optimization problems, as a kind of inverse problems, are classied into static inverse optimization problems [2, 3] and dynamic inverse optimization problems [4] .
A dynamic inverse optimization problem here means to estimate a criterion function under which given input and output sequences become optimal for a known state equation model. Its purpose is to interpret real data under the assumption that they are generated by rational choice, i.e., dynamic optimization. The above interpretation provides information on which state variables are included in a criterion function and relative weights of state variables. For example, there have been various assumptions on trajectories of a human arm [5, 6] . It is expected that the proposed method veries or denies them.
We have already proposed a method for inverse dynamic optimization, but it has the following diculties [4] . Firstly, it sometimes generates solutions which don't satisfy the optimality condition. Secondly, it cannot determine whether or not a true criterion parameter is zero in cases where data are corrupted by additive noise. For the former diculty, we propose an iterative two-stage optimization by relaxation. The latter diculty is caused by the fact that, due to additive noise, an estimated criterion parameter is, in general, not zero even if a true parameter is zero, and that some criterion parameters take only non-negative values due to positive semi-deniteness condition of a criterion matrix.
In this paper we propose to determine the structure of a criterion function by the statistical test. A null hypothesis here is that a particular state variable is not included in a criterion function. To realize this statistical test, we must use a statistic whose expectation becomes zero under the above null hypothesis and non-zero otherwise.
A rst idea is to use a criterion parameter corresponding to a state variable in question as a statistic. As mentioned earlier, however, due to positive semi-deniteness of a criterion matrix, the statistic cannot have a distribution with zero-mean under the null hypothesis. Therefore, a criterion parameter itself cannot be used as a statistic here.
We propose instead to use a partial derivative of a criterion function with respect to a criterion parameter as a statistic. A partial derivative here is evaluated at the origin of the corresponding criterion parameter. When a true criterion parameter is zero, the statistic has a distribution with zeromean. When a true criterion parameter is positive, an expectation of the statistic is negative. Therefore, it satises the necessary condition a statistic should possess.
Since this statistic is a temporal integral of some stochastic variable, it is reasonable to assume that it has normal distribution. Therefore, it is possible to calculate a t-value based on several pairs of input and output sequences. This is a similar idea with the studies on the validation of transfer function models and impulse response models by one of the authors [7] . We also propose a method for calculating the partial derivative in Section 4 using a neural network for inverse optimization.
To evaluate the eectiveness of the proposed method, simulation experiments are carried out using a simple dynamical system given input and output sequences contaminated by observation noise. We estimate a criterion function, and the statistical test is carried out to decide which state variables are included in a criterion function.
Sections 2 and 3 present formulation of dynamic optimization and dynamic inverse optimization, respectively. Section 4 describes the statistical test used in this paper. Section 5 provides the results of simulation experiments. Section 6 gives conclusions and discussions.
Dynamic optimization
Let a system to be controlled be described by the following linear state equation.
(1b) where x k 2 < n , u k 2 < m and y k 2 < l . A quadratic criterion function is,
We assume that Q and P N are symmetric positive semi-denite, and R is symmetric positive definite. The objective is to nd a control sequence fu k g which minimizes J. To solve this linear quadratic (LQ) regulator problem, we dene the following Hamiltonian function.
Necessary conditions for the optimality are given by,
where l k is a costate vector. The state vectors fx k g and costate vectors fl k g are given by solving a two-point boundary-value problem. Therefore, l k = P k x k (1 k N) is satised, where P k 2< n2n is symmetric positive denite given by the Riccati equation. Considering the steady state, i.e., k ! 1, the Riccati equation is represented by the following algebraic Riccati equation.
(5) State feedback control law and the relation between x k and l k are,
(7) where F d 2 < m2n is a steady-state feedback gain matrix.
It is necessary that P given by the algebraic Riccati equation be positive denite for stable control. Therefore, P > 0, (4a), (4b) and (4c) are the necessary and sucient conditions for dynamic optimization. 3 
Dynamic inverse optimization
To solve a dynamic inverse optimization problem by the learning of neural networks, we generate the following equations by substituting Eq. (7) for Eqs. 
The structure of a neural network for solving inverse optimization problems Eqs. (1a), (1b), (6) , (7), (8a) and (8b) are represented by the linear neural network in Figure 1 . Each block in Figure 1 shows the corresponding layer of the network. x k layer and u k layer denote state vector and input vector at time k, respectively. x k+1 layer, y k+1 layer and l k+1 layer denote state, output and costate vectors at time k+1, respectively. Solid arrows indicate xed connections and dashed arrows indicate modiable connections in Figure 1 . The output of the network consists of e 1 k+1 layer and e 2 k+1 layer. By giving zero target vector to e 1 k+1 and e 2 k+1 layers, Eqs. (8a) and (8b) are satised provided output errors become suciently small after learning.
Learning of the network is composed of the following two stages. In the rst stage the initial state x 0 and the output sequence fy k g are given to the network, and the optimal gain matrix F d is obtained by backpropagation through time [8] . In the second stage, the criterion matrices R, Q and P , corresponding to F d , are obtained by backpropagation [9] , satisfying positive deniteness of R and P and positive semi-deniteness of Q. During learning, we use a method of eigenvalue modication [4] to assure R>0, Q0 and P >0.
In this two-stage learning, R, Q and P are estimated in the second stage, keeping F d obtained in the rst stage constant. This tends to make mean output error at e 1 k+1 and e 2 k+1 layers large even after two-stage learning. This is because F d obtained in the rst stage and R, Q and P obtained in the second stage are not consistent, especially in cases where the dimension of true Q and that of estimated Q are dierent.
There are two methods to solve this diculty. In the rst method, the whole network in Figure 1 is trained simultaneously. Due, however, to the existence of an algebraic Riccati equation in Eq. (5), backpropagating error signals back through the network in Figure 1 is dicult. In the second method, two-stage learning is iteratively carried out in a relaxative way. In this method, to make F d and fR, Q, P g consistent, F d is recalculated from the obtained fR, Q, P g, and the corresponding fR, Q, P g are estimated again based on this F d . This iterative process continues until convergence. We use the method of relaxation-like learning in this paper. 4 
Statistical test
We propose a method for determining which state variables are included in a criterion function by the statistical test. Suppose samples fX 1 ; X 2 ; 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; X n g from a population are mutually independent and have the normal distribution with the mean, , and the variance, 2 . Given the hypothesis that the expectation of samples is 0 , When a state variable, x i , is not included in a criterion matrix, Q, the expectation of the partial derivative of the criterion function with respect to the corresponding parameter, q ii , should be zero. This leads to the following null hypothesis. Therefore, the statistic here is given by 01q ii =. Since is a constant, 1q ii is proportional to the partial derivative in Eq(12). Hence, it is reasonable to carry out the t-test based on f1q ii g. Since the derivative is calculated as a temporal integral, it is appropriate to assume that it has the normal distribution due to the law of large numbers. Therefore, the t-test is applicable to test the null hypothesis that the expectation of the derivative is zero.
Simulation experiments
In simulation experiments, we use the following state equation model and initial state vector. k g without observation noise and that with observation noise, respectively. The length of the target output sequence is 100, learning rate = 0:001 0:6, and a momentum = 0:5. During learning, the parameters of Q are always changed in accordance with adjusting the parameter of R to 1 for conveniences. Table 1 shows the result of estimated criterion parameters for given output sequence fy 1 k g with observation noise as an example. Table 1 indicates that estimated criterion parameters are inuenced by observation noise. This and the non-negativity ofq 22 make the decision on whether or not the state variable, x 2 , is included in a criterion function impossible as mentioned earlier. 
t-test
Statistical test is carried out to test the null hypothesis, H 0 , i.e., the state variable, x 2 , is not included in the criterion function. Table 2 indicates 10 samples of the statistic, 1q 22 obtained by the method of relaxation-like learning. When the values of 1q 22 was found, the learning moved towards to convergence at once only. Table 3 shows the results of the t-test for all output sequences fy i k g(i = 1; 1 1 1 ; 4) corrupted by observation noise, N(0; 0:1 2 ). Table 3 distinctly indicates that except the case of q 22 = 0, the null hypothesis, H 0 , is rejected. It asserts that, in other cases, the hypothesis that the state variable, x 2 , is not included in the criterion function can be rejected, which is reasonable.
Sign test
The t-test is applicable only to a statistic having the normal distribution. The normal distribution is assumed here because it is obtained by temporal integral.
Even if it is not normally distributed, it is still 
where n is determined so as to satisfy the following.
[ Based on the same samples as in Table 2 , Table 4 gives the results of the sign test. In cases of q 22 =0 and q 22 =0:05, the null hypothesis, H 0 is accepted. It asserts that, in other cases, the hypothesis that the state variable, x 2 , is not included in the criterion function can be rejected. The results of the sign test and the t-test are dierent for q 22 =0:05. The power of the sign test is slightly smaller than that of the t-test, because the sign test does not assume the normal distribution. 6 
Conclusions and Discussions
We have proposed a novel approach to dynamic inverse optimization problems by the learning of neural networks. We have estimated a criterion function corresponding to given input and output sequences contaminated by observation noise. We have also proposed to use the statisical test to determine the structure of a criterion function.
To evaluate the eectiveness of the proposed method, we have used a simple dynamical system to decide the structures of a criterion function in our simulation experiments. Partial derivative of a criterion parameter at the origin is calculated and is used as a statistic. It succeeds in deciding which state variables are included in a criterion function by the t-test. The sign test is also used without assuming the normality of the statistic. It turns out that there is not much dierent between these tests.
Because the system to be controlled in simulation experiments is simple, it is left for further study to apply the proposed method to more complex and real systems.
